Pete Geist
The Wacky Waiter
P.G. Productions
1800 Windrow Drive
Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17602-4161
Dear Pete,
Your act was the best banquet entertainment I’ve seen in a decade with the Telecommunications
Association of Michigan. Our group loved it! Some literally fell out of their chairs with laughter.
We’ve hired comedians before. Most must tell a few jokes to get the audience warmed-up before they
catch the style and pace. Then there’s always the worry that content could offend some, and not have
enough edginess for others. This is not the case with your act. We’ve already recommended you to other
state telecom association across the country.
The beauty of visual comedy is its universal appeal – the audience demographic almost doesn’t matter.
Visual comedy is immediately funny on its surface. It doesn’t take a lot of effort to understand. When
it’s done well – and you do it very well, it needs no warm-up and there’s no worry about offending words.
It’s just plain funny to anyone. Visual comedy has lasting appeal. It’s easy to forget a joke, but any time
I want to laugh to myself, I can replay in my head the hilarious visual images of your act.
We enjoyed the set-up required to make your disastrously inept hotel waiter as “replacement
entertainment” surprising to the audience. We had fun making-up the hazily-referenced stories to lead
them to believe that we had lined-up the Canadian Prime Minister. Our members took the story hook,
line and sinker right up to the point where we told them the Prime Minister couldn’t show because his
wife was having a baby. Several of our members have told us in fun that they’ll never trust us again!
We enjoyed working with you, Pete, and were outstandingly entertained. It would be my pleasure to
recommend your act to any group.
Best regards,

Pamela S. Shimer
Director of Marketing and Education
Telecommunications Association of Michigan

